
Mathlete  

First things first, I'm the realest (realest) 

Drop this and let the whole world feel it (let them feel it) 

And I'm still in the Graphin’ Bizness 

I can put it down, when I'm talking ‘bout specifics (Right) 

You should make discrete graphs like this (Huh?) 

Drop some points and spread them out like this (Yeah) 

Got some space on that grid, see how this 

Shows that you can’t buy half a bottle of Sunkist (Of Sunkist) 

Buyin’ wings by their weight, you can choose that (Choose that) 

That continuous sticker is goin’ on your paper bag (What?) 

Bring the hooks in, where the bass at? 

Sunkist chillin’, have a wing, you should taste that. 

 

I'm a mathlete 

You already know 

We graph on large planes 

From L.A. to Tokyo 

I'm a mathlete 

Watch my pencil go 

The range and domain I’m 'bout to show 

 

I said baby, I do this, I thought that, you knew this 

When you started graphin’ sometimes, the truth is 

When you’re gettin’ started, check out numbers you’ve charted 

Some quadrants are stupid, and so they end up discarded 

Be sure that you label your lines, if there’s no title, decline 

And if you skip numbers then showing a break in your line would be kind 

So independent is fine, you put it on the x line. 

Then just don't worry 'bout dependent, gotta stay on the y 

Now tell me, who that, who that? That do that, do that? 

The domain covers x, I thought you knew that, knew that 

and the range covers Y, that’s what I’ve been told 

I been working, I'm up in here with some graphs to show. 

 

I'm a mathlete 

You already know 

We graph on large planes 

From L.A. to Tokyo 



I'm a mathlete 

Watch my pencil go 

The range and domain I’m 'bout to show 

 

When you graph lines 

They show data that’s bivariate 

Try to count all the points 

But you fail ‘cause they’re infinite 

Yeah, keep on counting them up 

The data is endless, if you graph it you’re stuck 

Graph a few points, yeah that’s what’s up 

Connect with a line and now you’re in luck (Ow!) 

 

 

Graphin’ lines, how you love that 

Make ‘em endless gotcha asking how I does that 

Put arrows on both ends, don't touch that 

Look at that I bet you wishing you could construct that 

It's just the way you like it, huh? 

A beautiful graph, with labels and title, huh? (say what what?) 

Never leave out nothin' 

You know I’m reppin’, all the people round the world like 

 

I'm a mathlete 

You already know 

We graph on large planes 

From L.A. to Tokyo 

I'm a mathlete 

Watch my pencil go 

The range and domain I’m 'bout to show 

 

Who that, who that, my graphs are so fly 

That do that, do that, and now you know why 

Who that, who that, my graphs are so fly 

(Blow...) 


